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Abstract. Today citizens make intensive use of mobile communication
technology, and they demand to public services providers for complex and
sophisticated information.  To meet these demands, the governments' services
agencies must orchestrate a lot of information from various sources and
formats, and deliver them in the data terminals that people commonly use:
computers, net-books, tablets and smart-phones.
To overcome these problems, we propose a deductible model for conceptual
representation of the organizational units of the State and his services, based on
ontologies designed under the Linked Open Data principles. This model alows
automatic extraction of information through machines, that support
governmental decision-making processes and giving to citizens a
comprehensive access to find and make formalities through inteligent agents.
Keywords: Web of Data, Public Administration, Semantic Web, Linked Data,
Government Data, Automatic Data Extraction.
1.  Introduction
Nowadays, information systems have to feed on a variety of data sources in real
time, so that the process of decision-making is the most efficient and successful. The
information is distributed over a wide geographical area, provided by many different
sources and in different formats. To get the best possible information that supports the
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decision-making process, governments should find, extract, and process data using
automatic machine data extraction, and present information in data terminals that
users often use.
To ensure the quality and integrity of the information that governments need to
find, filter and process, it is necessary the use of standards that define in detail the data
entities and their relationships with others, to enrich their meaning. To make this pos-
sible, administrative agencies and the information needed for decision-making, can be
represented using ontologies at different levels, and these can be linked to heteroge-
neous sources through Linked Data. Then the data resources can be incrementaly ob-
tained by folowing the Uniform Resource Identifiers of resources via the HTTP pro-
tocol [6].
Recent work in Artificial Inteligence is exploring the use of formal ontologies as a
way to specify content-specific agreements for the sharing and reuse of knowledge be-
tween software entities. The use of ontologies and Linked Open Data in strategic ar-
eas of the State such as education, health and security wil substantialy improve the
decision-making process. This wil impact and transform the way the State manages
its data, and wil offer society itself to propose and solve problems accessing, process-
ing, mixing and relating the Linked Open Data to create innovative solutions. [4].
Knowledge is information about a domain that can be used to solve problems in
that domain and to solve these problems this knowledge must be represented in the
computer. This representation must be rich to enough express the knowledge to solve
the problem closest to the problem; should be compact, natural and easy to maintain.
[10].
Ontologies are important for the artificial inteligence and cognitive computing.
They are a description of declarative knowledge in the form of classes and the relation
between them. In the literature are defined as, “a formal and explicit way to define a
conceptualization about knowledge sharing” [3]. The underlying idea behind these
technologies is to make computers capable of understanding the data with litle or no
human intervention. 
An ontology alows machines and information systems to understand concepts and
domains through a common vocabulary that represents the relationships between
them. The structure of ontologies represents knowledge about the world and specific
domain knowledge and alows systems to reason as the human mind does through the
interplay of data elements within a system of categories. 
The advantage of expressing the State organizational structure as an ontology, is
that it can build an information model that alows data exploration in terms of the ele-
ments that represent the associations between the objects, the properties of elements
and formaly describe the semantics of the classes and properties used in dependency
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relationship, temporal and spatial; thus enabling machines to carry out automated rea-
soning, semantic and conceptual search, and provide services to decision support sys-
tems. The Semantic Web is a way to alow the knowledge distributed on the World
Wide Web is interpretable by machines. 
The paper is organized as folow. Section 2 introduces the theorethical framework,
defines the State and their organization, defines what is Linked Data, geospatial data
and their application. Section 3 outlines the semantic model that we propose, the se-
lected language for implement it and how we represent the State political organiza-
tion. Section 4 presents an sample of use case and how to extract information through
the SPARQL language. Finaly in Section 5 we present the conclusions and future
work.
2.  Theoretical Framework
We wil use the term “State” as a definition of a political concept that refers to a
form of social organization and political sovereignty, formed by a group of institu-
tions. These institutions are structured functionaly into administrative units, which
are the basic elements of organizational structures. Generaly, the organization of a
State can be distinguished by: Functions, Institutions and Authorities. 
2.1.  Linked Government Open Data (LGOD) and Spatial Data
Tim Berners Lee [1] outlined a set of rules for publishing data on the Web in a way
that al published data becomes part of a single global data space. These have become
known as the “Linked Data principles”. Later, in 2010 he suggested a 5 Star Linked
Open Data Rating Scheme specialy for government data owners, to deploy Linked
Open Data:
Linked Data is a standard model for data interchange on the web. This term is used
to describe a recommended best practice for exposing, sharing, and connecting pieces
of data, information, and knowledge on the Semantic Web using URIs and RDF. It
should not be assumed that they are only datasets. It is a common understanding today
that Open Data is simply “data on the web”, whereas Linked Data is a “web of data”.
Linked Data is part of the Semantic Web movement which seeks to standardize data
formats and create meaningful data and data relationships on the web. Linked Gov-
ernment Open Data is a useful tool to retrieve knowledge from diverse domains such
as ontologies, governmental information, geospatial data, publications, and so on. [7].
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According to the Geographical Information Platform of the Swiss Confederation
[2], 60% to 80% of al decisions affecting citizens are linked to geographical informa-
tion. Geographical information is becoming even more important in al aspects of life
on issues such as transport, energy, protection of environment, agriculture and
forestry, development planning, land regulations, information technology and
telecommunications, education and culture, insurance, health provision, national de-
fense, internal security, civil defense and disaster prevention, utility supplies and
waste disposal. In this sense, GeoNames provides locality datasets that serve as a hub
for other datasets that have a geographic component. 
GeoNames is a geographical database containing open licensed linked data of
about 10 milion locations and geographical names. These datasets are linked to the
OpenStreetMap project data. OpenStreetMap is a colaborative project to create a free
and editable map, that provides information on over 350 milion geospatial features
and describes some 25 milion km. of routes and streets. Whenever possible, the
places GeoNames are linked to corresponding locations on DBpedia, ensuring that
there are a number of interrelated data on geographic locations.
LinkedGeoData adds a spatial dimension to the Web of Data. It permits lifting
OpenStreetMap data into the Semantic Web infrastructure, and makes it available as
an RDF knowledge base according to the Linked Data principles. This simplifies in-
formation integration and aggregation tasks that require comprehensive background
knowledge related to spatial features [12].
3.  A Semantic Model for Public Administration 
The administrative units of government are not a stable colection of instances.
Their diversity and their evolutionary nature, need a model that eases and simplifies
management use. To obtain quality, speed, opportunity and confidence in public ser-
vices, the customers (citizens and businesses) should be able to find through inteli-
gent agents the services they need and receive al the information clearly and con-
cisely. The tool they wil use wil be a semantic searcher that wil find this information
colected and described in a semantic model.
From the perspective of an ontological model, we can represent public administra-
tion as a large virtual organization. Evolving capabilities of IT, the semantic web and
the artificial inteligence alows the development of virtual organizations that exploit
the capabilities of these new technologies. [9].
We folow the strategy for data integration proposed by Salmen [11], looking for
the semantic improvement. The strategy can be applied incrementaly; creates mini-
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mal barriers to the incorporation of new data in the semantic system; preserves exist-
ing data in its original form, and covers the entire range of data sources, types, models
and their modalities.
In order to specify the ontology to represent semanticaly the State, his organiza-
tional structure and the inherent knowlegde we start from the three-layer model pro-
posed by Guarino [5] and reviewed by Lacasta-Miguel [8], and we extend it by adding
a new layer of Linked Open Data ontologies.
The extended ontology model have:
• A high-level ontology which defines the concepts of the State, the Powers,
the legal framework, the basic concepts, types of data and general relations,
independent of context.
• Other external ontologies and their linkage relationships through the Linked
Open Data which enrich the instanced indivual's data and gives the geospa-
tial information.
• And various application ontologies of formalities and services, and their in-
stances.
For express the ontology in a machine readable language we use the Ontology Web
Language (OWL) through which we add classes, atributes, relations and geolocation
data. We choose OWL because is the proposed standard for Web ontologies. Formal
semantics and reasoning support is provided through the mapping of OWL on logics.
OWL builds upon RDF and RDF Schema and has the same kind of RDF’s XML syn-
tax, and extends RDF/RDFS by providing additional vocabulary along with a formal
semantics. Also alow to describe the semantics of knowledge in a machine-readable
way. The RDF has emerged as the main data model for representing information about
the resources available in the Web. For querying the RDF-based knowledge bases we
use the SPARQL language. [13].
In order to model a general ontology compatible with the political organization of
different countries, we wil use the basic jurisdictional domains: “State”, “Division”,
“Organization” and “Sub-organizations” as defined in ISO/IEC 15944-5:2008. “State”
is an entity with its own legal nature which may be national in scope (country), or
sub-national (province). The “Divisions” are different partitions of higher level orga-
nizations (ministries) which are turned into smaler entities: under secretariats, general
directions, directions, and departments which are the basic division entities. [8].
A domain ontology which defines the organizational structure and describes in detail
the specific administrative units, their hierarchies, dependences and relations.
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This relationship between the State, government and its divisions can be repre-
sented in Description Logic with a has property, the subset, existential quantification,
and union symbols as folows:
  State   hasPowers.( ExecutivePower  LegislativePower  JudiciaryPower)⊆ ∃ ∪ ∪
  ExecutivePower   hasDivision.( Governor  (Ministry⊆ ∃ ∪ i .. Ministry)∪ ∪
  Ministry  Undersecretariats  General Directions  Directions  Departments⊆ ⊆ ⊆ ⊆
We are not completely aligning ontologies with existing ones because for our
model it is very difficult or unnecessary to pursue the creation of a single global on-
tology, but instead we are building the ontology of e-government from the perspective
of citizen's services and Linked Data. In this sense we want to answer the questions of
competence populating the ontology with mapping to other ontologies and data sets.
Then we want to align only some classes and instances that address the questions of
competence. For that, we only consider one-to-one mappings between single entities
and instances in different ontologies and we do not consider inverse functional prop-
erties.
4.  Application Scenario
In a sample of use case, we consider a service where a citizen requires to update
his ID card. The citizen must go to the nearest documentation center to begin the for-
mality. For that, the citizen provides his location and the formality ID: (Posadas,
Nuevo_DNI). As shown in Fig. 1, we graph an example of the interlinked semantic in-
stances of “Nuevo_DNI” and “Posadas”.
Fig 1. A semantic network of interlinked instances alowing inheritance
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Definitions: V is a set of vertices that are the labels of data sets having the linked
SameAs instances, E  V×V is a set of sameAs edges, and I is a set of URIs of the in⊆ -
terlinked SameAs Instances.
GDNI = (V, E, I), where:
V = {S, T, O, L, I, G, F}, 
E = {(S,T), (S,I), (I,F), (I,L), (L,O), (T,G)}, 
I= {tys:Nuevo_DNI, ter:Posadas, osm:143320791, lgd:143320791, 
infra:CDR-POS-CH-32-33, gn:3429886, foaf:12345678)}.
S, T, O, L, I , G anf F represents the labels of data sets Formalities and Ser-
vices, Territory, OSM, LinkedGeoData, Infrastructure, GeoNames and Personnel re-
spectively. 
Through the SPARQL language we query the information explicity represented 
within the ontology. The implicit triples are the ones that may be inferred from the 
rules that characterize each interpretation. The query obtains the list of documentation
centers in Posadas where doing the formality, informs who is the responsible person, 
atention hours, costs, and so one. 
PREFIX ter: <http://www.datos.misiones.gov.ar/ontologias/gobierno/ar.gp.N.territorio.owl#> 
PREFIX tys: <http://www.datos.misiones.gov.ar/ontologias/gobierno/ejecutivo/ar.gp.N.pe.tys.owl#>  
PREFIX infra: <http://www.datos.misiones.gov.ar/ontologias/gobierno/ejecutivo/ar.gp.N.pe.infraestruc­
tura.owl#> 
SELECT *
WHERE {
?Tramite tys:identificador "Nuevo_DNI" .
?Tramite tys:SeRealizaEn ?TipoLugar .
?Lugar rdf:type ?TipoLugar .
?Lugar infra:localidad ter:Posadas .
?Lugar infra:domicilio ?domicilio .
?Lugar infra:telefono ?telefono .
}
(SPARQL code for query the ontology whith user requirements)
5.  Conclusions and Future Work
We have proposed an original approach that shifts the way in which the existing lit-
erature represents the knowledge inherent of public administrations. With this model,
the information of public services are those that find the citizen and bring it wherever
they are, through inteligent agents. By applying the proposed experimental model, we
demonstrated that an ontology of geolocated public services could be used to inte-
grate different government services distributed geographicaly that are relevant to citi-
zens.
We currently have available tools to use SPARQL queries from native applications
for smartphones. Applications such as MIT App Inventor, an open source web applica-
tion which alows that SPARQL and RDF can be used as part of a mobile application.
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With this tool we aim to develop mobile applications that use inteligent agents to ex-
tract the knowledge from the ontology and bring the public service to citizens.
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